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CHÂTEL,
INTENSE
NATURE
Tradition, savoir-faire, agriculture, hospitality, open spaces,
far-reaching views, countless leisure activities and events,
gastronomy... so many facets to Châtel, a special place where
visitors enjoy a tailor-made holiday, fill their lungs with fresh
mountain air and their eyes with unforgettable views. Families,
friends, old, young, sporty or not... everyone will have a great
holiday in Châtel.
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CHÂTEL STATISTICS

MULTI PASS BREAK
7 nights’ accommodation + 6-day
Portes du Soleil Multi Pass.
In an apartment: from € 111/adult*
Unlimited access to a mountain of
activities (see details pages 8-9).

ROAD BIKE
EVENTS
SPECIAL OFFERS
Accommodation 2 - 7 nights in an
apartment, chalet or hotel.
Châtel Chablais Léman Race
2nd and 3rd July
Tour de France 2022 (9th stage )
Aigle-Châtel : 10th July

Full details: www.chatelreservation.com

SPECIAL OFFERS

SPECIAL OFFERS
LA CHAUMIÈRE
Close to the village centre, this typical Abondance Valley
farmhouse, dating from 1890, with traditional carved wooden
balconies, became a boarding house in 1936: La Chaumière.
Improvements have been made over the years. In 2008,
then 2019 renovation works converted the building into a
luxury, top quality chalet – sympathetically retaining its
traditional features. La Chaumière is now available to rent
as an independent chalet in the summer.
Price based on full occupation: 5 bedrooms (with additional
weekly cleaning charge) from € 3,500 per week (July).
Off season, stays are possible for a minimum of 4 nights.
Full details: www.connickski.com
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MTB BREAK
7 nights’ accommodation + 6-day Portes du Soleil MTB lift pass
In an apartment: from € 200/adult*
Mountain bikers can access the entire Portes du Soleil area and infrastructure with
just one pass: bike parks, permanent downhill runs, marked biking tracks of all levels
throughout all the 12 Portes du Soleil villages.
Note: Buy a MTB Portes du Soleil lift pass and the Portes du Soleil
Multi Pass is available free of charge (for the same duration as the lift
pass) for visitors staying with an accommodation provider participating
in the scheme.
*Prices valid from 9th - 30th July 2022 and from 20th - 27th August 2022,
based on 4 people sharing a studio apartment rented from a private landlord.

Full details: www.chatelreservation.com

IN SOME
ACCOMMODATION
THE PORTES DU
SOLEIL MULTI PASS IS
PROVIDED FREE OF
CHARGE.
For a list of participating hosts,
simply connect to the village website
and check out
the “Free Multi Pass” logo.

www.chatel.com

THIS SUMMER IT’S CHÂTEL’S TOUR!

THIS SUMMER
IT’S CHÂTEL’S TOUR!




Châtel, Portes du Soleil, accredited “Ville à Vélo du Tour de France – 3 vélos”
gets its Tour this summer! Châtel is the arrival town for the 9th stage, Aigle
(Switzerland) - Châtel, 183kms on Sunday 10th July. It’s the first full mountain
stage, the hardest climbs being le Col de la Croix, le Col des Mosses and the
Pas de Morgins. The Tour will arrive in Châtel at Pré la Joux. Monday 11 th
July is a rest day, giving cyclists a day off before setting off on Tuesday 12th
July from Morzine to Megève.

THIS SUMMER IT’S CHÂTEL’S TOUR!

On Sunday 10th July,
the entire village will be there
to welcome the 9th stage of the Tour de France
and ensure an unforgettable day for everyone…

Châtel is already familiar with the
Tour de France; in 1975 it hosted the
18th stage Morzine-Châtel time trial
and in 1988 the Tour de France went
through the village on the 11th stage
between Besançon and Morzine.
Since then, Châtel has welcomed
and been on the route of the Giro du
Val d’Aosta (a few times), the Tours
de Romandie (Switzerland), the Pays
de Savoie…
In addition, a local event replacing
the highly technical Montée de
Bassachaux, the record for which was
established by Chris Froome, Châtel
now hosts the Châtel Chablais Léman
Race. This year it will take place on
the 2nd and 3rd July with 4 circuits. The
circuits cross back and forth across
the France/Swiss border.
Over the last three years local,
regional, national and international
cyclists have participated. Greg
Lemond is the prestigious sponsor
of this road cycle race and other
renowned riders have taken part:

• Le “Gravel” : 54 km,
positive height difference 1,700 m
“Petit” : 61 km,
• Lepositive
height difference 1,800 m
“Moyen” : 104 km,
• Lepositive
height difference 1,719 m
“Grand” : 160 km,
• Lepositive
height difference 2,650 m

Francis Mourey, Laurent Brochard, Laurent Dufaux, Pascal Richard, Francesco
Mancebo, Christoph Sauser… in 2020, there were 856 participants, in 2021,
950 were at the starting line, how many will there be in 2022 ?
For over 50 years cycling has been an integral part of Châtel’s summer activities.
From Châtel, numerous circuits climb the cols, cross the plains and descend to
the lakes of the French and Swiss Chablais making the area a popular holiday
destination or stop-over for cyclists. Elite cycle teams also come to the area
to train or unwind after official races and appreciate the varied terrain.
The resort’s “ Accueil Vélo” accreditation has just been renewed, giving further
endorsement to the continued quality of this offer.
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BIKE PARK

BIKE
PARK
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Over the weekend of 10th, 11th, 12th
June, the Châtel Bike Park, at Pré
la Joux (accessed by the Pierre
Longue and/or Rochassons chair
lifts), reopens. It will burst into
life, once again providing thrills and
excitement for downhill mountain
bikers.
With 20 downhill tracks of all levels
and varied activity areas; kid’s shore,
two slopestyles, one pro and one
pump‑track, the discipline is well‑served
in this area frequented by huge numbers
of downhill mountain bikers. The Châtel
Sender Fest will celebrate this summer
opening. Full details on the “Summer
Rendez‑vous page.
The Bike Park is maintained by a
team of 10 bike patrollers, who open
and close the area, ensure security,
maintain the park, provide first aid and
give help and advice when required.

AMONG THE TRACKS, A TOTAL
OF 2 GREEN, 4 BLUE, 4 RED, 9
BLACK…
Green (la Panoramic): 360 m descent
over 2.9 kms, scaleable so all level of
riders can train and improve.
Blue (la Serpentine): 360 m descent
over 3 kms, at the bottom of the bike
park, a long, pleasurable ride with
numerous bends.
Intermediate (la Vorachatak): 300 m
descent over 1.5 km single track,
another pleasurable ride, this time
following the relief of the ground, with
smooth lines requiring light, precise
handling.
Known for its famous “road gap”, one
of the most popular runs in the bike
park (la Vink Line – top part): 300 m
descent over 1.8 km, wide, choice of
doubles, tables, mounds, jumps and
more jumps…

Green (la Vink Line - lower part):
1.2 km of downhill track starting below
Plaine Dranse by the Fluid, all in the
woods and perfect for riders of all
levels.
Red (la Haute Tension) : 300 m
downhill over 1 km, at the top of the
bike park, a roller coaster of bends,
multiple jumps and half bends, for
riders looking for loads of fun on an
ultra-dynamic track.

CHÂTEL FUN BIKE / ELECTRIC MTB

CHÂTEL FUN BIKE
Châtel Fun Bike at Pré la Joux
combines Mountain-BMX and
Biathlon laser shooting. Start with a
fantastic fun ride, suitable for all levels,
on a choice of tracks, then test your
skills on the biathlon shooting range.
Châtel is the first resort in France
to offer this exciting new activity
combining enduro and downhill.

ELECTRIC MTB
There are 7 marked electric MTB circuits in Châtel. MTBs with electric
assistance allow visitors to explore the countryside, sites and tracks in the
same way as on a classic MTB.
Circuit Châtel – Lac de Vonnes (easy) : 4 km, height difference 122 m
Circuit de la Mouille (easy) : 8,4 km, height difference 440 m
Col du Saix (easy) : 14,1 km, height difference 620 m
Circuit Châtel – Morgins (intermediate) : 16 km, height difference 842 m
Tour du Morclan (difficult) : 17 km, height difference 940 m
Circuit Châtel – Col de Bassachaux (difficult) : 22 km, height difference 814 m
Circuit Châtel – Col de Bassachaux – Plaine Joux – Châtel (difficult) :
40 km, height difference 1385 m

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visitors can optimise their electric MTB experience, thanks to battery charging
points located at the Pierre Longue lift office, Châtel Tourist Office, Vonnes
Lake, the Col de Bassachaux, the Mouët alpine chalet, the Hors-Piste bar /
restaurant (4 e-Bosch rapid chargers and electricity free of charge) and the
Sherpa Châtel shop.
In the Portes du Soleil, batteries can be charged at various points along the
circuits and in the villages.
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PORTES DU SOLEIL MULTI PASS

PORTES DU SOLEIL
MULTI PASS
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THE summer passport for only
€2.50 per day, per person for the
duration of their stay - available for
visitors staying with participating
accommodation providers. The Portes
du Soleil Multi Pass gives unlimited
access to 23 pedestrian chair lifts and
800 kms of walking trails, to swimming
pools and lakes, to tennis courts, little
tourist trains, mini‑golfs and cultural
sites… In addition, many activities
offer reductions on presentation of the
precious pass across the Portes du Soleil
territory and its 12 Franco-Swiss resorts.

IN CHÂTEL, the 4 summer lifts,
the Forme d’O water centre, tennis,
little tourist train, Loy mini‑golf and
C-l’Aventure are included in the pass.

REDUCTIONS ARE AVAILABLE
AT The Old Customs House
(explaining the history of mountain
contraband in the area), le Chaudron
bowling, the Fantasticable (with
two flight lines where visitors are
comfortably strapped in to a harness
and fly in single or in duo at 240 m
high over the valley between 80100 km/h), the bobluge piste (with
7 bends), cinemas, la Fée Bien-être,
Châtel Aventure (and its tree top
circuits), Spa Océane, Châtel Fun
Bike (for all levels).

A COLOURFUL PROGRAMME
OF ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS
The Portes du Soleil Multi Pass gives access to a varied summer programme,
but there are other holiday activities too ; outdoor yoga, orienteering, nature
workshops, sewing, making mountain creams and rubs, a walk with a buzzard,
Châtel Lanta, Calinotherapy (an introduction to the world of mushing), all
available for everyone, families and/or friends.

CHILDREN’S
ACTIVITIES
The Vélo Club, Châtel Games
(giant wooden games), creative
workshops, carpentry… and a
very special activity in July, a
sailing course on a mountain
lake… Vonnes Lake!

PORTES DU SOLEIL MULTI PASS
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AGRICULTURE, HIKING, COUNTRYSIDE, WILDLIFE AND GASTRONOMY

AGRICULTURE, HIKING,
COUNTRYSIDE, WILDLIFE
AND GASTRONOMY
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SUPPER IN A MOUNTAIN CHALET,
MAKING TO TASTING…
Having climbed up to the mountain pastures at the end of May/beginning of June,
farmers and cattle herds spend the summer in the alpine meadows, descending in the
autumn with the arrival of the first snow. Certain cattle will have been moved from
pasture to pasture throughout the summer ensuring they always have the
best grass. These are the cows ‘with glasses’, the Abondance cattle with
distinctive round patches over their eyes. The milk produced by these
cows produces the flavoursome Abondance (AOP) cheese.

AGRICULTURE, HIKING, COUNTRYSIDE, WILDLIFE AND GASTRONOMY

The cheese is made every day: in
the mountains in summer and in the
village the rest of the year. The wheels
of cheese require at least 100 days
maturing before eating.
Abondance cheese is used to prepare
the famous Berthoud, which carries
the European ‘Guaranteed Traditional
Speciality‘ label.

The farms are located along the
90 kms of mountain tracks in Châtel,
used by walkers and mountain bikers.
Some farms propose drinks and snacks
of farm produce and others, such as
Barbossine, organise afternoon tea
or supper. Barbossine Farm has a
spectacular location, it is 1’600 m high
and directly opposite the Mont de
Grange reserve with summits reaching
2’432 m.
Throughout the summer, Aline, a
mountain guide, takes numerous
visitors on mountain hikes. She gives
extensive details on the surrounding
mountains, flowers, vegetation and
fauna… in a constantly evolving
environment.
Visitors can also meet local farmers,
Corinne an Emmanuel David and their
son Julien to learn about mountain
life, enjoy a traditional meal at altitude
and return home under a starry sky.

The menu provides a memorable feast
of flavours: aperitif, soup, delicious
toasts, sérac and potatoes, home
made charcuterie, Abondance
cheese, tartlet, wine and coffee.
Leave on foot from le Tenne at 5.30 pm,
returning at 11 pm.

THE BIRD
PATH

THE DRANSE RIVERSIDE PATH
This is one of 7 themed paths in the resort. It is accessible to everyone: on
foot, on bike, families, sportspeople, children, pushchairs. 16 kms of beautiful
riverside walk, it is fairly flat and crosses various areas of ecological interest.
Enjoy the riverside flora and fauna, see local heritage sites here and there and
experience a different side of the Abondance valley.
Departure points at Châtel, Abondance and La Chapelle d’Abondance.
Please note that in July and August the regular Colombus operates through
the valley every day providing easy access to the departure points.

From the col de Bassachaux, in
the UNESCO classed Chablais
Géoparc, take the GR5, along
a track and follow signs to the
Rochassons summit. Learn
to spot the habitat, food and
nesting areas of mountain birds,
particularly those seen above
Châtel.
The Col de Bassachaux is
accessible by car. There is a
large parking area at the
top, where the road
ends. Refreshments
and snacks are
available at the
start of the
path.
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ACCREDITATIONS, FLOCON VERT, PAYS D’ART ET D’HISTOIRE

ACCREDITATIONS,
FLOCON VERT,
PAYS D’ART ET D’HISTOIRE
It is unsurprising that Châtel has so many accreditations. With beautiful countryside, well maintained local life
and traditions, agropastoralism, the welcoming nature of the Châtel people
evidence of Châtel’s sustainability is everywhere you look.

Abondance Valley farms with their
distinctive architecture of carved
wooden balconies, some over 100
years old and home to generations of
farming families, provided inspiration
for new constructions. Chalets built
of stone and wood, with identical roof
slants, sprung up close to their older
models.
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IDENTITY
PRESERVED
THROUGH
THE YEARS

In 2017 Châtel celebrated 70 years of
tourism. What a long way the village
has come since 1947 when the first
drag lift was built at Vonnes, heralding
the transition to winter sports from the
thermal spa origins of Châtel. Gradually,
the winter sport activity expanded around
this new lift, but the village architecture
remained unchanged.The traditional

Today, tourism continues to develop
along the same lines, conserving
the authentic, traditional spirit that
characterises the village.
Hospitality and welcome are also
important elements of this heritage.
Sincerity, sharing, emotion, and the
pleasure of a new encounter are
qualities passed down from generation
to generation.

ACCREDITATIONS, FLOCON VERT, PAYS D’ART ET D’HISTOIRE

IN THE STEPS
OF SMUGGLERS
The Old Customs House Information
Centre, which explores the historical
importance of contraband and mountain smuggling in the area, celebrates
its 10th anniversary this year. The
centre explains the importance of
this activity in the years before the
advent of winter sports, where trade
was often carried out on the black,
improving the quality of life in Châtel,
the Abondance Valley and the Portes
du Soleil. The fascinating, informative
visit includes displays of objects and
utensils dating from this period. There
is a new temporary exhibition detailing
the history of the building itself.
Châtel also boasts numerous chapels
and shrines, dotted along the walking
trails in the village and countryside.
Given the terrain, forestry was also
an important activity in the area and
the council has purchased the original
Crepy sawmill at Linga, to conserve
this important local heritage.

MOUNTAINS RECOGNISED
BY EUROPEAN NETWORKS
Mont de Grange which peaks at 2,432 m has been classed Natura 2000 since
2008. An area of special ecological interest for both its fauna and flora, it
has held biotope status since 1984. The area benefits from an exceptional
diversity of soils, animals, and plants, all sharing the different altitudes of this
mountain, whose summit is divided between Châtel, La Chapelle d’Abondance
and Abondance.
Hunters have assured the preservation of these natural areas for nearly
60 years, an essential service in the preservation of endangered species and
migrating birds.
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Two richly researched and illustrated
books, by Eric Dresco, “Châtel, in the
footsteps of the pioneers” recount
the development of the village and
the ski area over the years.

Châtel is in the Chablais Géoparc, one of 169 global Géoparcs. The col de
Bassachaux is the Géosite due to the unequalled insight it provides into the
origins of the Alps, and the formation of the Abondance Valley and the Valley
d’Aulps during the first glaciation tens of thousands of years ago. Mont de
Grange was also part of this extraordinary event. The preservation of these
areas is considered for this accreditation along with cultural, natural and
immaterial heritage. The list is long and includes lakes, mountains, springs,
caves, traditional habitat, legends, customs, local produce, all of which are
still present in Châtel today.
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SUMMER RENDEZ-VOUS
2022
Friday 10th, Saturday 11th
and Sunday 12th June

Col de la Croix (CH) - Aigle (CH) - Monthey
(CH) - Pas de Morgins (CH) - Châtel (F)

CHÂTEL SENDER FEST

This exciting slope-style urban contest
heralds the opening of the Châtel bike
park. There will be over 20 international
competitors, prize money (training on the
Friday) and an evening concert in the village
centre.

From Friday 24th
to Sunday 26th June

FRENCH NATIONAL HOLIDAY

Fireworks at Vonnes Lake and an open-air
party, with dancing in the village centre.

From Sunday 17 th
to Friday 22nd July
CHÂTEL RETURNS TO
CHILDHOOD FESTIVAL.

PASS’PORTES DU SOLEIL MTB

This year’s Franco-Swiss MTB event will
welcome over 7,500 participants, departing
from 6 different resorts, covering 80 kms of
Portes du Soleil tracks on a circuit punctuated
by refreshment stops serving local produce
and good-humoured encouragement!
Pass’Portes Kids and Pedestrian Pass’Portes
are also very popular events. The EPass’Portes
is also becoming very popular.
The MTB exhibition will be held Les Gets.

Saturday 2nd and Sunday 3rd July
CYCLOSPORTIVE CHÂTEL
CHABLAIS LÉMAN RACE

Sponsored by Greg Lemond. 4 different
circuits crossing back and forth between
France and Switzerland: 1 Gravel and 3
cyclo circuits (short, medium, long), and
25 exhibitors in the village. Games, prizes…
Circuit details on page 5.

Sunday 10 July
th

TOUR DE FRANCE ARRIVAL

Thursday 14th July

It’s our Tour! Châtel is fully mobilised to
welcome this long-awaited event arriving
in Pré la Joux on Sunday 10th July.
This 9th stage, is a 183 km mountain stage:
Aigle (CH) - Montreux (CH) - Côte
de Chexbres (CH) - Châtel-St-Denis
(CH) - Bulle (CH) - Rossinière (CH)
Col des Mosses (CH) - Les Diablerets (CH)

Games, workshops, and shows fill this week
dedicated to children and families. Events at
Vonnes Lake and in the village centre.

Sunday 7 August
th

FÊTE DE LA SAINT LAURENT

From Friday 2nd
to Sunday 4th September
ALPINE CHÂTEL SHOW
Due to its location in the Haute-Savoie
between the legendary Mont Blanc and
Valais (Switzerland) rallies, Châtel has
become a centre for vintage and classic
car enthusiasts. This new event for owners
and enthusiasts will bring together car lovers
of all generations, from all over France. Some
well-known owners will be present.
The programme: Vintage racing-car show,
roadbook rally, book signing, photos at
Vonnes Lake, evening festivities…
15

Mass at S Laurent church followed by a
procession, evening apero concert, float
parade and open-air party with dancing.

Sunday 11 September

From Friday 12
to Sunday 14th August

running race returns to the summer calendar.

MTB FRENCH CUP

and finishing at the Morclan summit at

t

th

The French Cup will take place at Pré la Joux
on a new, specially designed track, built for the
event, which will then remain as an exciting
addition to the bike park.

Sunday 21st August
LA BELLE DIMANCHE,
Cowherd’s festival in the
Plaine Dranse pastures.

This 44th edition of La Belle Dimanche
agricultural show in the Plaine Dranse
meadows, dates from when the priest would
come to bless the cattle. There will be an
outdoor Mass, animal show, prize-giving,
craft fair, cheese making, s’nailles fair, folk
groups, traditional games and of course
delicious food and drink. A fun-filled day
for what is considered to be one of the most
popular traditional fairs in the region!

th

MORCLAN TRAIL CLIMB
Absent for the last few years, this trail
Starting from the village at 1,200 m altitude
1,970 m, there is a positive height difference
of 770 m, enough to satisfy any trail runner!

Saturday 17 th and Sunday 18th
September
HISTORIC CLIMB
A Classic sports cars rally on the Col de
Bassachaux road. The road will be closed
for the procession of these historic
vehicles categorised as follows: Vintage
cars registered before 31st December 1985,
“Young Timer” cars registered from 1986,
prestige cars, rare and collector cars and
cars of historic sporting interest. Please
note that cars registered before 2000 and
GTs can only take part in the Sunday drive.

The programme may vary due to changing health regulations.
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1 Appart’hotel

• 60 restaurants (including hotel restaurants)
• A wide variety of shops

PRESS AND
COMMUNICATION SERVICE
Châtel Tourisme
14, route de Thonon
BP 40 - F - 74390 Châtel
Haute-Savoie - France
Tel. : +33 (0)4 50 73 22 44
Fax. : +33 (0)4 50 73 22 87
touristoffice@chatel.com
›www.chatel.com
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communication@chatel.com
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S T A T I S T I C S

• 1247 permanent residents
• 24 745 visitors beds
• 20 hotels (1 , 8 , 11 )
• 3 holiday apartment complexes
• 2 holiday apartment complexes
1
holiday apartment complex
• with
hotel services
• 9 hotels for groups, holiday centres
1 winter/summer camping
• and
caravaning site
Additional accommodation: 1 gîte , 5 bed
• and
breakfasts, 1 youth hostel, 1 holiday village,

